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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, nonuniform electric discharges
excited in a wide range of gas pressures and field fre�
quencies have attracted considerable attention. Inter�
est in such discharges is motivated, on the one hand,
by the necessity of developing special technologies for
creating quasi�uniform plasma systems, which is
impossible without knowing the physics of nonuni�
form discharges. On the other hand, in order to find
new fields of application of nonuniform discharges
themselves, it is also necessary to know their proper�
ties. A specific type of nonuniform discharge is an
electrode microwave discharge (EMD) excited at
reduced pressures near a rode antenna placed in a
large�size metal discharge chamber [1–3].

An efficient method for studying physical processes
in gas discharges is to investigate relaxation phenom�
ena occurring in them [4]. Here, we present the results
of experimental studies of the time evolution of optical
emission from an EMD in nitrogen in the course of
discharge development. The results obtained are ana�
lyzed using a kinetic model of plasma processes.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP, DIAGNSTIC 
TECHNIQUES, AND COMPUTATIONAL 

MODEL

2.1. Experiment

The experimental setup for generating an EMD
and studying its properties was described in detail in

[5]. It was, however, substantially modified as applied
to the problems of the present study.

The discharge chamber was a 15�cm�diameter
stainless�steel cylinder. The rode antenna (a 80�mm�
long cylindrical copper tube with an outer diameter of
5 mm) was inserted into the discharge chamber
through a vacuum�tight connection located in the
upper part of the chamber. The EMD was ignited near
the electrode end. The discharge was observed through
the glass (VK�7) and quartz glass (KU�1) windows
made in the side and bottom walls of the chamber.

A continuous electromagnetic wave with a power of
up to 180 W and frequency of 2.45 GHz was input in
the discharge chamber through a coaxial�to�
waveguide converter, one component of which was the
rode antenna. The waveguide line included elements
for measuring the microwave power and standing�
wave coefficient: a circulator, a measuring line, and a
detector of the incident power Pin. The waveguide line
was matched using a shirt�circuiting piston and a
three�stub transformer. The microwave spectrum was
measured using an S4�27 spectrum analyzer and an
S7�11 stroboscopic oscilloscope. Time variations in
the microwave parameters and integral plasma radia�
tion were also measured using a Tektronix TDS2021B
oscilloscope. In these experiments, the rode antenna
and the discharge chamber were dc short�circuited
and were at the same electric potential. The setup was
equipped with AvaSpec�2048 (1�nm resolution) and
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AvaSpec�2048�4�RM (0.1�nm resolution) spectrome�
ters operating in four spectral ranges.

The experiments were carried out in a nitrogen
flow. The nitrogen flow rate was 1–200 sccm. In con�
trast to our previous studies, the gas was supplied
through an aperture in the chamber cover, rather than
through the electrode channel. Previous experiments
have shown that, for such flow rates, the structure and
properties of the EMD are independent of the method
of gas supply. The gas pressure in the discharge cham�
ber was varied in the range 1–15 Torr.

To study the transition from the ignition stage to a
steady�state regime, the setup was additionally
equipped with K�008 (one�frame) and K�011 (nine�
frame) nanosecond electron optical video cameras.
The operating spectral range of the cameras was 400–
800 nm. The exposure time and interval between
frames of the K�011 camera could be varied in the
range 0.1–100 μs.

The arrangement of the experiments depended on
the microwave field strength. To provide gas break�
down by a strong microwave field, it is required to use
a pulsed microwave source synchronized with measur�
ing devices. In our case, however, the microwave
source power was too low to produce gas breakdown
and was sufficient only to maintain a steady�state dis�
charge.

We designed and manufactured a spark system for
discharge ignition (Fig. 1). The spark gap—a high�
voltage molybdenum electrode with quartz insula�
tion—was located in the channel of the rode antenna.
Its bare section was inside the channel and did not do
beyond the end of the rode antenna, so it did not per�
turb the microwave field structure. Spark discharge
occurred near the open end of the rode antenna,
between the bare section of the high�voltage electrode
and the inner surface of the antenna channel. The
high�voltage pulse was generated by discharging a
storage capacitor through the primary winding of a
step�up transformer. The storage capacitor was
charged to the minimum voltage required for dis�

charge ignition. The system was triggered by a start�up
pulse supplied to a thyristor in the circuit of the pri�
mary winding. The start�up pulse was formed by a spe�
cial circuit, which could also generate a synch pulse
for triggering the measuring system. However, in this
series of experiments, to avoid errors in the start�up
times of video cameras due to scatter in the ignition
time, the synch pulse was produced by a photodiode
reacting to the spark discharge. The inductance and
parasitic capacitance of the ignition circuit formed
transient oscillations damped over a time shorter than
500 ns.

The experiments were carried out as follows. First,
the microwave source was switched on, but the micro�
wave power was insufficient to excite a discharge.
Then, the igniting pulse generated a spark, which trig�
gered the video cameras recording the development of
a spark�initiated microwave discharge with preset
frame exposure times and intervals between frames.

2.2. Model

To qualitatively analyze some of the experimental
results, we performed one�dimensional simulations of
an EMD in nitrogen. The computational code was
based on a simplified quasistatic model of a microwave
discharge between two spherical electrodes. Previ�
ously, this model was used in [6–8] to simulate dis�
charges in nitrogen and oxygen at reduced pressures
and was demonstrated to be capable of adequately
describing the general properties of the discharge. We
modified this model to describe non�steady�state pro�
cesses, in particular, the process of discharge ignition.

The model includes the equation for the electric
field in the quasistatic approximation (the microwave
electric field is assumed to be parallel to the plasma
density gradient), time�dependent balance equations

for charged (e, N+, ) and neutral

(N2(A3 ), N2(B3Пg), N2(C3Пu), N2( ), N(4S),
N(2D), and N(2P)) plasma particles with allowance for
particle diffusion and particle production and loss due
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Fig. 1. Scheme of discharge ignition: (1) dc voltage source, (2) generator of the start�up signal, (3) generator of the synch pulse,
(4) spark, (5) K�008 and K�011 video cameras, (6) rode antenna, (7) insulator, (8) igniting electrode, (C) storage capacitor (0.2
μF), (R1) charging resistor (1 MΩ), and (R2) measuring resistor (3 Ω).
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to bulk recombination and chemical reactions, and
Poisson’s equation for the charge�separation field.
The reactions taken into account in this model and the
corresponding rate constants are given in [7]. The rate
constants of reactions involving electrons were
assumed to be functions of the local value of the
microwave field and were calculated using the electron
energy distribution function obtained by solving the
time�independent homogeneous Boltzmann equation
[9]. In solving this equation, we used a set of cross sec�
tions for nitrogen kindly put in our disposal by I.V.
Kochetov. The diffusion coefficients for all neutral
excited plasma components were assumed to be equal
to the diffusion coefficients of the corresponding par�
ticles in the ground state. The effect of vibrationally
excited nitrogen molecules on plasma processes was
taken into account by applying a simplified approach
based on the analytic expression for the distribution
function of molecules over vibrational states obtained
in the diffusion approximation in [10].

2.2.1. Initial and boundary conditions. At the initial
instant, the densities of all particles, except for elec�

trons and  ions, were assumed to be zero. The elec�
tron density profile was specified as a narrow (a few�
millimeters�wide) parabolic function. The maximum
electron density nmax was two to three times higher
than the critical density (nc = 7.44 × 1010 cm–3). The

initial  density was assumed to be equal to the elec�
tron density. The width of the initial plasma density
profile and the maximum electron density were varied.
At times on the order of 10–7 s and longer, the simula�
tion results did not depend on the initial distribution of
the electron density. To test the sensitivity of the simu�
lation results to the initial conditions, we also per�
formed simulations with a nonzero initial density of

N2( ) (see Section 3).

The densities of charged particles at the electrodes
were assumed to be zero. The potentials of both elec�
trodes were set at zero. The densities of nitrogen atoms
and molecules in the ground state at the electrodes
were determined from the equations

, ,

where  is the recombination probability of nitrogen
atoms on the walls, γ = 10–4–10–3, and  is the ther�
mal velocity. For all other neutral particles, the elec�
trode surface was assumed to be perfectly catalytic, so
their densities at the electrodes were assumed to be
zero.

2.2.2. Numerical algorithm. The time�dependent
continuity equations for all particles were solved
numerically by using an implicit scheme. To solve the
continuity equations for electrons and positive ions, as
well as Poisson’s equation, we used the algorithm pro�
posed in [11, 12], in which charged particle flows were
approximated using the Sharfetter and Gummel expo�
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nential scheme [13]. The obtained set of nonlinear
equations was solved by Newton’s method.

The problem was solved on a uniform mesh with
the number of cells from 100 to 600.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The objective of this study was to investigate the
transition from spark ignition to a steady�state dis�
charge mode. In view of uncertainties in the times at
which the discharge was photographed, the intervals
between frames were chosen so as to obtain a series of
images characterizing the entire transition process.
The frame exposures were the same (1 μs); therefore,
the image brightness corresponds to the actual inten�
sity of discharge radiation. The first frame corresponds
to the instant of spark ignition. The discharge is initi�
ated at the end of the vertically oriented electrode. The
results of measurement carried out at a pressure of
1 Torr and different incident microwave powers are
illustrated in Fig. 2. Taking into account the spectral
sensitivity of the electron optical cameras, it could be
expected that the discharge images are mainly pro�
duced by the 500� to 800�nm radiation of the first pos�

itive system of nitrogen ( . This is
confirmed by the fact that the image brightness
remained practically unchanged when the discharge
was photographed through a UV filter. The structure of
a steady�state discharge is shown in Fig. 3. The signal
from a microwave detector installed in the waveguide
and the time evolution of the integral intensity of dis�
charge radiation (the discharge radiation was focused
onto the photodiode receiving surface) in the course of
discharge ignition are shown in Fig. 4.

It is seen that, in any stage, the EMD consists of a
bright electrode sheath and a spherical region, the
dimensions of which depend on the incident micro�
wave power. A comparison of photographs obtained in
the transition stage (Fig. 2) and steady�state mode
(Fig. 3) shows that the diameter of the spherical region
reaches its steady�state value over a time on the order
of 10–4 s. This time remains practically unchanged as
the incident power varies from 60 to 140 W. It is this
time that will be compared below with the simulation
results.

It can be seen from the microwave detector signal
(Fig. 4) that a steady�state structure of the microwave
field is established over a time less than 1 ms. On the
other hand, two characteristic segments can be distin�
guished in the photodetector signal (Fig. 4). The radi�
ation intensity increases abruptly over a fraction of a
millisecond, while the time during which it reaches its
steady�state value is on the order of 10 ms. The differ�
ence in the results presented in Figs. 2 and 4 can be
explained as follows. When measuring the EMD radi�
ation focused onto the radiation detector, the main
contribution to the recorded signal is made by the
electrode sheath, in which up to 90% of the deposited

+
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energy is concentrated [1–3]. Thus, the curve in Fig. 4
characterizes the time evolution of the total intensity
of the electrode region. The K�011 camera is capable
of recording discharge images at the times no longer
than several milliseconds. The maximum recording
time is reached at a maximum frame duration and
maximum time intervals between frames (100 μs); in
this case, however, information on the initial stage of
the discharge is lost. To clarify the situation, let us
compare Figs. 2 and 3. It is seen that, in the steady
state (Fig. 3), the length of the electrode sheath cover�
ing the antenna is greater than that in the transition
stage (Fig. 2). This means that, in the stage corre�
sponding to the maximum time in Fig. 2, the dis�
charge has not yet formed completely. It is also seen
from the figures that, in the transition stage, the dis�
charge has the shape of an ellipsoid, whereas in the
steady state, it has the shape of a sphere with nearly the
same diameter.

The electrode sheath begins to develop from the
electrode center, where the spark discharger is located.
Then, it propagates over the electrode end and moves
up along the electrode toward the microwave source.
This process is rather slow and seems to be related to
gas heating and gas motion along the electrode. Note,
that gas�dynamic effects in an EMD were previously
observed when studying the spatial distributions of the
gas temperature in hydrogen and nitrogen. The gas
temperature was shown to be constant along the dis�
charge radius due to vortex gas motion [14].

It follows from the above experimental results that
the system is two�dimensional and that its characteris�
tic formation times along and perpendicular to the dis�
charge axis are different. These times are determined
by different physical processes. This means that cor�
rect analysis of the process of discharge formation
requires applying two�dimensional models that should
take into account gas heating and gas dynamics. The
one�dimensional model used in the present study can
only be used to qualitatively describe discharge devel�
opment in the radial direction.

It is worth noting a specific feature of the applied
method of discharge initiation that should be taken
into account when analyzing the results obtained.
Photographs of the discharge at a zero incident micro�
wave power show that, although the discharge process
in the ignition circuit is completed over a time less
than 500 ns (less than the exposure time of the first
frame), the ignition afterglow is observed during 10 μs.
This means that the first stage of the microwave dis�
charge takes place in the active medium formed by the
spark. Thus, the actual initial stage of the EMD may
be shorter than that without residual phenomena of
the spark discharge. These times, however, are signifi�
cantly shorter than the total time during which the dis�
charge reaches a steady state, so the latter time
remains unperturbed. This is indirectly confirmed by
the experimental fact that this time is independent of
the spark discharger voltage, on which the densities of
all particles produced in the spark should depend.

1 Torr, 60 W 1 Torr, 140 W

Fig. 2. Series of photographs illustrating the development of an EMD in nitrogen at a pressure of 1 Torr and incident microwave
powers of 60 and 140 W. The frame exposure is 1 µs, and the time intervals between successive frames are 2, 5, 5, 5, 25, 50, 100,
and 100 µs, respectively. The photographs were taken using the K�011 camera.
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The main component of such an active medium

may be the molecular nitrogen state N2( ), which
significantly affects the processes of excitation and
ionization in plasma [7]. To study the effect of this
state on the development of an EMD, we perform two
series of one�dimensional simulations. In the first
series, only the initial electron density was preset,
whereas in the second series, the initial densities of

electrons and molecules in the N2( ) state were
specified. Our simulations showed that, at times of
10⎯4 and 10–3 s, the results obtained were almost the
same. Therefore, further simulations were performed
over the time 10–4 s and the initial density of nitrogen

molecules in the N2( ) state was set at zero. Typical
simulation results are presented in Figs. 5–7. Since the
discharge plasma exists only near the central elec�
trode, the figures show only this region and the radial
coordinate is not continued up to the outer electrode.

The simulation results can be briefly formulated as
follows. The value and time dependence of the micro�
wave field strength (Fig. 5a), as well as the densities of
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electrons (Fig. 5b) and nitrogen molecules in the

N2( ) state (Fig. 6b), which is responsible for the
radiation of the second positive system of nitrogen (the

 transition), do not change when
the initial density of nitrogen molecules in the

N2( ) state is set at zero. This means that the

N2( ) state is mainly excited by electron impact

( ), whereas the contri�

bution of associative excitation

( ) plays a

minor role (see also [12], [19]). Therefore, the density

of molecules in the N2( ) state in the electrode
region is established almost instantaneously and the
expansion of the spherical discharge region where
molecules in this state exist is caused by the diffusive
expansion of the particles involved in the ionization
process. Remember that the second positive system of

nitrogen (the  transition) predomi�
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Fig. 3. Structure of a steady�state EMD in nitrogen at a pressure of 1 Torr and an incident microwave power of 120 W. The curves
show the spatial distribution of the integral intensity of discharge radiation in the radial (the upper plot) and axial (the lower plot)
cross sections (the cross sections on the photograph are shown by straight lines). The diameter of the electrode in the center of
the photograph is 5 mm. The photograph was taken using the K�008 camera.
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nates over other bands in the radiation emitted from
the electrode region [14].

The presence of molecules in the N2( ) state at
the initial instant significantly affects the initial time

evolution of the density of N2( ) molecules. In all

stages, N2( ) molecules are produced via the reac�

tion  +  ⇒ . For a

zero initial density of N2( ), while its amount pro�

duced via the reaction  ⇒  is

small, the main channel for N2( ) production is
electron excitation from the ground state

⇒ . This is confirmed by
an increase in the density of this state in the plasma
resonance region. In the final stage of discharge devel�
opment, molecular excitation is mainly determined by

the process .

It should be noted that the calculated time during
which the discharge reaches its steady state is on the
order of 10⎯4 s and does not depend on the presence of

N2( ) molecules at the initial instant. The densities

of all other plasma particles (including N2( )) at a
time of 10–4 s are also independent of the initial den�
sity of these molecules. In our experiments, this time
corresponds to the instant at which the size of the
spherical region reaches its steady�state value in the
direction perpendicular to the discharge axis. Radia�
tion from the spherical region is dominated by the first
positive system of nitrogen, which is determined by

the N2( ) state.

Thus, the igniting spark discharge perturbs the ini�
tial stage of an EMD, but does not affect the total time
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during which the EMD reaches its steady state in the
radial direction. Both the experimental data and sim�
ulation results show that this time is also independent
of the incident microwave power.

We note once again that, in order to adequately
describe the process of EMD formation, it is necessary
to solve a two�dimensional time�dependent problem
with allowance for gas heating and gas dynamics.

Our simulations have also shown that, at the instant
of ignition, two space�charge layers form in the plasma
resonance regions (Fig. 5a), where the electron den�
sity is equal to the critical one. One layer forms near
the central electrode and is adjacent to the space�
charge sheath similar to that existing near the surface
of any body immersed in plasma. The second layer is
located at the outer side of the descending density pro�
file. As the radial profile of the electron density wid�
ens, the second layer expands and shifts toward the
outer electrode and the electric field in it decreases
from a few hundred to several units of V/cm. In a
steady�state EMD, quasineutrality is violated and the
space�charge layers exist near the electrodes and in the
plasma resonance region at the outer boundary of the

2.5 ms

Fig. 4. Signal from the microwave detector installed in the
waveguide (the upper curve) and time evolution of the
integral radiation intensity (the lower curve) during the
ignition of an EMD in nitrogen at a pressure of 1 Torr and
an incident power of 90 W.
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spherical region. Note, that the steady�state distribu�
tion of the space�charge field is established over a time
on the order of several milliseconds, which is required
for the plasma to fill the entire discharge chamber.
Violation of plasma quasineutrality in the plasma res�
onance region was considered in detail in [15].

4. CONCLUSIONS

Our study of the development of an EMD in nitro�
gen at a pressure of 1 Torr has shown that, when the
discharge is ignited at the electrode end, a steady�state
discharge structure develops in the radial direction
over a diffusion time on the order of 10–4 s and in the
axial direction over a time on the order of 10–2 s, which
is determined by gas heating and gas motion along the
electrode. The parameters of the igniting spark dis�
charge do not affect the time of EMD formation. The
processes occurring during the development of the
discharge can be divided into two groups: electron�
impact processes and processes related to secondary
phenomena. The first group includes excitation of the

N2( ) emitting state, whereas the second group

includes excitation of the N2( ) emitting state.
This explains the difference in the formation times of

different discharge regions. The N2( ) state is
responsible for radiation from the region adjacent to
the rode antenna (the second positive system of nitro�
gen). The observed formation time of the spherical

discharge region is determined by the N2( ) state
(the first positive system of nitrogen). The excitation

reaction of this state involves N2( ) molecules. Our
results confirm the previous conclusion that, in a
strongly nonuniform discharge, in particular, an
EMD, there are regions with very different properties.
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